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Current status

• Several home based assignments in 2019 and early 2020 to prepare input
• A first (almost) complete draft was circulated in March 2020
• Current working title:
  Implications of the 2012 UNSCEAR report for the IAEA safety standards:
  Considerations on attribution of radiation health effects and inference of radiation risk
• Many comments received in April and May; currently being resolved
  – Some questions on scope (nuclear safety? the environment?)
  – Section 5 (on implications for communication) still lacking some input/structure
  – Input for Appendix on plain language explanation expected end of August 2020
  – Still awaiting input for annexes with examples
Next steps

- Second draft to be circulated in September 2020
- Consultancy Meeting originally intended for September 2020 will be postponed and work on reviewing and refining the text will mainly take place by electronic means
- A mature draft expected by the end of 2020, for publication in 2021
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